
Deep Water 
By Sarah Epstein 
Publisher: Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781760877286  SCIS: 1957365 
$19.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Chloe splits her life between Sydney and The Shallows in the high country, she has ever since her 
parents divorced but her real friends are at The Shallows.  
 
When young Henry Weaver disappears from The Shallows during a storm, everyone thinks that he 
has run away. But when Chloe returns she finds her best friends are all unsettled and evasive, so 
she decides to try and retrace Henry’s steps, only to find that nothing really makes sense. What 
do her friends really know and who is keeping secrets? 
 

I loved this book and found it thoroughly entertaining, right up to the last page. It is intriguing and 
the plot that will keep you guessing all the way through.  
 

In addition to the mystery, at its heart this book is about family and friends and how far you 
would go to keep a secret. It is also about love, loyalty and, ultimately, trust. 
 

A wonderful story that will suit students in Year 9 and up perfectly. 
 

Reviewed by Michelle 

Blurb: 

HENRY WEAVER IS MISSING. Three months ago, thirteen-year-old Henry disappeared from The     
Shallows during a violent storm, leaving behind his muddy mountain bike at the train station.        
MASON WEAVER IS TRAPPED. While Mason doesn't know who he is or what he's capable of, he 
knows the one thing binding him to this suffocating small town is his younger brother, Henry.  
CHLOE BAXTER WANTS ANSWERS. Why would Henry run away without telling her? One of Chloe's 
friends knows something and she's determined to find out the truth. As Chloe wades into dangerous 
waters and Mason's past emerges, a chilling question ripples to the surface: how far would you go to 
keep a secret?  
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Taking Down Evelyn Tait 
By Poppy Nwosu 
Publisher: Wakefield Press 
ISBN 9781743056974     SCIS: 1957556 
$24.95 

Lamont Review: 
 

Set a year after Lottie’s family dynamics change dramatically, bringing with them the ‘perfect’ 
Evelyn Tait, who is suddenly living in Lottie’s house (and even worse, her bedroom).  But straight 
away Lottie is sure that Evelyn is a master manipulator, who is fooling everyone. 
  
Lottie is constantly in trouble at school and is fast becoming sick of being compared (always             
poorly) to Evelyn. But then her next door neighbour, Jude, suggests that Lottie lift her game and 
prove to everyone that Evelyn is not all she seems. 
 

Even worse, now Lottie’s best friend Grace is falling for Evelyn - or is this just another one of            
Evelyn’s plans to get at Lottie? With the boy of her dreams showing a lot of interest and Jude                
acting very weird, will Lottie ever find love, or even begin to understand where to look for it? 
 

Filled with all of the drama associated with growing up  -  friendship, family dynamics, loyalty and 
relationships, while learning to find your place in the world, Taking Down Evelyn Tait is an ideal 
novel for all teenagers, and will most appeal to secondary aged girls. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 

Blurb: 

'The door creaks open and standing in the entrance is my absolute worst nightmare. Perfect hair, 
perfect teeth, perfect brain. Perfect sneer. Evelyn Tait.' Impulsive Lottie - heavy-metal fan, expert 
tomato-grower and frequent visitor to the principal's office - is in even more trouble than usual. Her 
best friend Grace has dropped an unlikely bombshell: she's dating Lottie's mortal enemy, good-girl 
Evelyn Tait. Studious Jude, the boy next door, has the perfect war plan. Lottie will beat Evelyn at her 
own good-girl game, unveiling Miss Perfect's sinister side in the process. Taking life more seriously 
starts as fun, but soon offers its own rewards... so long as Lottie can manage gorgeous Sebastian's 
sudden interest, Jude acting weird, and the discovery that she might actually be good at something. 
'Taking Down Evelyn Tait' is a story about family, friends and embracing who you are. Even if that 
person is kind of weird.  
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How to Grow a Family Tree 
By Eliza Henry Jones 
Publisher: Harper Collins 
ISBN  9781460754955   SCIS: 1950571 
$22.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Seventeen-year-old Stella considers herself an expert in self-help - she knows exactly how to find 
her inner goddess - mostly because of all the self-help books that she has devoured. This                      
inspiration often leads to Stella trying to help everyone, even those that are perfectly fine in their 
own life! 
 

Stella’s world is turned around when her family move into the dodgy ‘Fairyland’ caravan park           
because of her Dad’s gambling addiction. But when Stella uncovers letters from her birth mother 
will this lead to even more life changing events? 
 

On top of all this, the last thing she needs is her life long best friend Clem to stop talking to her, 
but they have both start acting weird to each other. Maybe Stella will need all that self-help 
knowledge after all... 
 

Very well written with adorable characters and themes of families in all their forms, friends,      
addiction and finding your home in a mixed up world, this book will be loved by readers, and will 
appeal mostly to girls aged 14 and older. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

Teacher Notes prepared by the publisher are available for this title on our website 
www.lamontbooks.com.au 

Blurb: 

From the author of P is for Pearl comes a heart-warming book about family, friendship and what 
home can mean. Stella may only be seventeen, but having read every self-help book she can find 
means she knows a thing or two about helping people. She sure wasn't expecting to be the one in 
need of help, though. Thanks to her father's gambling addiction, Stella and her family now find   
themselves living at Fairyland Caravan Park. And hiding this truth from her friends is hard enough 
without dealing with another secret. Stella's birth mother has sent her a letter. As Stella deals with 
the chaos of her family, she must also confront the secrets and past of her 'other' family. But Stella is 
stronger than she realises.  
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The January Stars 
By Kate Constable 
Publisher: Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781760525026    SCIS: 1957194 
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

When twelve-year-old Clancy and her fourteen-year-old sister Tash are suddenly shipped off to 
Aunt Polly’s house due to a family emergency, they could never foresee what will happen over the 
next few days… To start with, they do not even really know Aunt Polly!   
 

When Clancy and Tash visit their wheelchair-bound Pa at his nursing home, they decide that he 
deserves better. What choice do they have but to break him out?! So begins an intrepid journey, 
visiting various family members, trying to find a suitable place for Pa. 
 

Clancy firmly believes that they are being guided by their deceased Nan and the moon and the 
stars that both she and Nan loved exploring.  
 

This is a memorable trip, and the characters make the journey very enjoyable.  
 
Can Clancy and Tash get the older generation to see the change that their Pa, and maybe their 
whole family, needs? 
 

With themes of family, ageing grandparents, resilience, and siblings working together, this is a 
fantastic middle-years novel that readers aged 10 - 14 will love.  
 

Reviewed by Rob 

Blurb: 

When twelve-year old Clancy and her fourteen-year-old sister, Tash, visit their Pa at his aged-care 
facility, they have no idea that the three of them will soon set out on an intrepid adventure. Along 
the way there are many challenges for Tash and Clancy to overcome and in the process, they         
discover their own resourcefulness and resilience and demonstrate their heartfelt love for their 
grandfather.  
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The Book of Chance 
By Sue Whiting  
Publisher: Walker Books 
ISBN 9781760651367  SCIS: 1957888 
$17.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Thirteen-year-old Chance has lived an ideal existence. On the surface it might appear to be just 
her Mama and Chance, but together with Chance’s best friend Alek, who lives next door with her 
family from South Sudan, Chance really has one big extended family. 
 

Her Mama is great - she helps refugee families to settle in Australia. But when they all decide to 
get her house a surprise makeover from reality TV show called ‘I Just Want To Say Thank You’, 
Chance is suddenly confronted with the truth about who she really is.   
 
Once this starts, Chance cannot stop digging for answers and her whole world starts to unravel... 
 

Chance’s determination, honesty and need to see the world as it really is shines through the 
whole story, and the plot will have you on the edge wondering how it will end.  
 

With themes of right versus wrong, social media, family, refugees and trust, this is an ideal novel 
for younger teenagers. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 

Blurb: 

Chance is a black-and-white thinker until she realises that sometimes there are shades of grey. 

Chance is in Year 7 and thinks she has it all - a loving mother, dog Tiges, best friend and almost-sister 
next door. But when a reality TV team makes over her house, she discovers newspaper cuttings from 
the past that cause her to question the world as she knows it and everyone in it. Then she finds     
herself caught between two realities, identities and worlds. Face-to-face with the truth, Chance has a 
very difficult decision to make, which almost splits her in two. 

This powerful story explores what is true and what is fake in today's world. And while Chance is all 
about the truth, she ponders whether "Maybe being truthful was really just a big lie."  
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Wink 
By Rob Harrell  
Publisher: Harper Collins 
ISBN 9781460758878    SCIS: 1950659 
$19.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Imagine being in Year 7 and waking up one morning with a swollen eye that escalates rapidly into 
a rare cancer diagnosis, and most likely blindness. This is what confronts Ross. 
 

Before all this happened Ross had two best friends. But one couldn't handle Ross’s situation and 
ghosts him  -  leaving Abby as his one and only friend. At home, his Dad and his well-meaning               
Step Mum are all that he has, after his Mum died of cancer when he was five.  
 

Everything is bad.  But then an amazing doctor gives Ross hope that one eye might be saved. Ross 
is confronted with the trials, some would say horrors, of going through radiation treatment and 
the awful side effects that come with it. 
 

But Ross has many struggles, not just his health. All this time he is being bullied and struggling 
through school life. And then, even worse, he get the news that Abby is moving interstate. Could 
his life get any harder? Will he recover? Will he find a way to get through it all? 
 
This is a story about persistence, friendship and finding your way through an incredibly tough 
journey. 
 

Often hilarious, mostly uplifting, and a wonderful personal depiction of Ross’s ride on the        
rollercoaster that is a cancer diagnosis. Wink will be loved and will resonate with you long after it 
is finished, and is best suited to those 10 and older. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 

Blurb: 

Surviving school with one eye open. Ross Maloy just wants to fit in. But after he is diagnosed with a 
rare eye cancer in Year Seven, he suddenly becomes the 'cancer kid' of his school. Now he has to 
deal with weird hats, a squinty eye and - hardest of all - disappearing friends, social media bullies, 
and the threat of losing his eyesight... or worse. Based on Rob Harrell's real-life experiences, and 
packed with his cartoons and illustrations, this is a heartbreaking and hilarious story of survival, and 
of finding the music, magic and laughter in all of life's weirdness.  
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Girls Change The Game 
By Gabrielle Gloury and Michael Hyde 
Publisher: Ford Street Publishing 
ISBN 9781925804492    SCIS: 1961334 
$14.95 

Lamont Review: 
 
The Scorpions first ever girls team have been training hard all summer and now it’s time for their 
first game! 
 
Everyone is excited and on edge, especially as they are playing the premiers from last year, The 
Ravens. Will the Scorpions get their first win? You choose! 
 
This is a great read for those who love sport, and footy in particular. With all the different               
choices throughout the book, you can decide the outcome. With the huge interest in the AFLW 
and the big rise in girls playing, it is great to see a football adventure centring around girls footy. 
 
Best suited to those in Years 7 and 8.  
 
Reviewed by Michelle 
 
Teacher Notes prepared by the publisher are available for this title on our website 
www.lamontbooks.com.au 

Blurb: 

The first Scorpions Under 14 Girls team from the Westpark Football Club has just been       
announced and this is their very first game. The Girls Scorpions are up against the in-form 
team of the comp, the Eastvale Ravens.  You can steer the Scorpions to victory by choosing 
what happens in the game.  
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Beyond Belief 
By Dee White 
Publisher: Omnibus Books / Scholastic 
ISBN 9781760662516    SCIS: 1957889 
$17.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Ruben and his parents have been hiding from the Nazi soldiers in Uncle Abe’s cellar. But with one       
mistake they are forced to run. 
 

Ruben’s parents decide that he must go hide at the Mosque, and that they will send the                   
mysterious Fox to get him and reunite them. And so Ruben must become Abdul, and his life 
changes in an instant.  
 

He learns the daily prayers and the way of living as a Muslim boy inside the Mosque. He is treated 
as family and has food, shelter and love. But the German soldiers are never far away, and their 
ruthlessness shows no boundaries. Ruben holds onto the dream of finding his family, but has no 
idea when or how that will happen. 
 

When Ruben is forced to flee the Mosque, he finds himself on a perilous journey. Can he and his 
friends, who he now also thinks of as family, find a safe haven? 
 

This is a very powerful and at times heart-breaking book. It shows the lengths that many went to 
during the war in order to protect those that were being persecuted. It is a timely reminder that 
different religions can work together for the common good. 
 

A powerful read for all secondary students. 
 

Reviewed by Sam 

Blurb: 

Inspired by the true story of Muslims who saved the lives of Jewish children in the Second World 
War. In 1942, in the Grand Mosque in Paris, 11-year-old Ruben is hiding from the Nazis. Already 
thousands of Jewish children have disappeared, and Ruben’s parents are desperately trying to find 
his sister. Ruben must learn how to pass himself off as a Muslim, while he waits for the infamous Fox 
to help him get to Spain to be reunited with his family. One hint of Ruben's true identity and he'll be 
killed. So will the people trying to save him. But when the mosque is raided and the Fox doesn't 
come, Ruben is forced to flee. Finding himself in the south of France, he discovers that he must     
adjust to a new reality, and to the startling revelation of the Fox's true identity.  
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Peta Lyre’s Rating Normal 
By Anna Whateley  
Publisher: Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781760525309     SCIS: 1957712  
$19.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Peta Lyre is far from typical. She is, as she calls herself, the alphabet girl  -  ASD, ADHD, SPD. With 
so much going on in her head, Peta’s therapist has taught her to follow the rules of polite society 
so she can fit in and be ‘normal’. 
 

But this is easier said than done, especially when Peta finds herself in an unfamiliar environment 
with new girl Sam, and a whole lot of new feelings. Will Peta follow the rules that she’s been 
taught, or will she break a few? 
 

I read this book in one sitting as I was unable to put it down. I loved Peta from the first page, and 
as the novel is in first person you are taken inside Peta’s thoughts and feelings so you get to know 
her very quickly. 
 

It is a story filled with hope, despair, love and family, but mostly it is full of friendship and            
understanding. This is a wonderful own voices novel from a debut Australian author, and is a   
moving story that encourages the reader to not just accept other’s differences but to celebrate 
them. 
 

A beautiful book that is a must read for all teenagers 15 and up. 
 

Reviewed by Michelle 

Blurb: 

'I'm Peta Lyre,' I mumble. Look people in the eye if you can, at least when you greet them. I try, but 
it's hard when she is smiling so big, and leaning in. Peta Lyre is far from typical. The world she lives in 
isn't designed for the way her mind works, but when she follows her therapist's rules for 'normal' 
behaviour, she can almost fit in without attracting attention. When a new girl, Sam, starts at school, 
Peta's carefully structured routines start to crack. But on the school ski trip, with romance blooming 
and a newfound confidence, she starts to wonder if maybe she can have a normal life after all. When 
things fall apart, Peta must decide whether all the old rules still matter. Does she want a life less                 
ordinary, or should she keep her rating normal? A moving and joyful own voices debut.  
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